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WORLD GOLD COINS
3067
Argentina, five pesos, 1888 (KM.31). Fine.
$180
3068
Austria, ducat, 1915 restike (KM.2267); Russia, five roubles,
1910 (KM.62). Extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (2)
$170
3069
Bahamas, Elizabeth II, proof fifty dollars, 1973 (KM.48).
In case of issue, FDC.
$200
3070
Bahamas, Elizabeth II, proof fifty dollars, 1973 (KM.48).
In case of issue, FDC.
$150

3071*
British Guiana, gold jewellery dollars (2), made c.1910 in
Georgetown, obv. fully rigged vessel within a garter inscribed
British Guiana and latin legend Damus Petimusque Vicissim
(We both give and seek), rev. St. George and the dragon, made
as cuff-links with initials CJW as a monogram on stamped
15 crt. gold hallmarked KCM on round studs balancing
the “dollars”, (Pr.69 and see Num. Circ November 1970
p.201). Both dollars mounted in centre of reverse, otherwise
extremely fine and very rare.
$950
These extraordinary pieces are usually classed as a pattern for a gold dollar,
but are in reality souvenir medalets, issued by a local jeweller Richard P. Kaps
of Georgetown about 1910. Most known specimens show traces of having
had a mount removed and from an advertisement in the Handbook of British
Guiana 1909 (p.xxii) he made these pieces into pendants, links, brooches,
scarf pins, buttons etc. The Brushfield sale of July 30, 1945 (lot 28) included
an example, likewise another specimen in the Palace Collection Sale of Egypt
in 1954 (lot 858), Pridmore notes that E. Wodak had a specimen. This pair
of cuff-links made from these ‘dollars’ is possibly unique.
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Outstanding 1916 Canadian Sovereign Rarity

3077*
Denmark, Frederick V, gold twelve marks 1761W (KM
587.4; F.269). Slightly buckled otherwise nearly extremely
fine.
$500

3078*
Denmark, Frederick VIII, ten kroner, 1909(h) (KM.809).
Brilliant uncirculated.
$150
3072*
Canada, George V, sovereign, 1916C (Ottawa). Well struck
with high rims, unmarked fields, minute contact mark
on obverse rim at 4 o’clock takes this away from almost
perfection, subdued mint bloom, choice uncirculated and
extremely rare, one of the finest known. Would grade as
MS64 in USA.
$35,000

Ex Stacks, New York, December 6-7, 1995 (lot 1779).

3079
Denmark, Frederick VIII twenty kroner, 1908(h) VBP.- GJ
(KM.810). Nearly extremely fine.
$200

This coin sat in a Sydney collection for over fifty years, unrecognised by the
owner as a significant rarity until discovered by Noble Numismatics. The
owner was a former employee of the Commonwealth Bank and believes he
obtained the coin from a member of the public as a bullion sovereign. The
quality of strike and preservation suggests it may be a VIP presentation
piece.

3080*
Finland, ten markkaa, 1878S (KM.8.2). Good extremely
fine and scarce.
$160

3073
Canada, Newfoundland, two dollars, 1882H (KM.5). Good
fine.
$120

Ex Stacks’ New York, December 6-7, 1995 (lot 1787).

3074*
Canada, Newfoundland, two dollars 1888 (KM.5). Toned
good very fine.
$300

3081*
France, Charles VI, (1380-1422), gold ecu d’or, issued 11
September 1389, (3.766 grams), (Fr.291). Creased, otherwise
good very fine.
$1,000

3075
Chile, one peso, 1860 (KM.133); Colombia, two and a half
pesos, 1913 (KM.194); Peru, one fifth libra, 1911 GOZF
(KM.210); South Africa, Republic, half pond, 1896 (KM.92).
Very good - good very fine. (4)
$250
3076
Cook Islands, proof one hundred dollars, 1976FM(P)
(KM.16); Belize, silver proof set, 1975 (KM.PS2). FDC.
(2)
$200

3082*
France, Charles VI, (1380-1422), ecu d’or, not dated, obverse
crowned arms, reverse floriated cross in quadrilobe (Fr.291).
Surface knocks, otherwise very fine.
$700
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3092
German States, Wurttemberg, ten mark, 1907F (KM.633).
Good very fine.
$100
3093
Isle of Man, half sovereign, 1973. Uncirculated.
$100

3083*
France, Charles IX, (1560-1574), ecu d’or, MDLXIIII (1564),
mm H.La Rochelle (F.378). Nearly very fine.
$400

3094*
Italy, Florence, Republic 1189-1531, florin, circa 1400
(Fr.275). Polished, otherwise nearly very fine.
$500
3084*
France, Louis XIV, (1643-1715), gold louis d’or, 1692 M,
Toulouse mint, obv. laureate head to right of Louis XIV, fleur
de lis and rose below bust, rev. crowned arms, M above after
date, (KM.278.10 [date not noted], Gadoury -). May have
been recut on edge, otherwise good very fine, extremely rare
and apparently the date unpublished for this mint.
$2,000

3095*
Italy, Republic of Sienna, gold scudo d’ oro del sole (15331548) (3.26grams) (C.N.I. 230, P.397, pl xxv, 4) (F.1160).
Rippled or crinkled otherwise good very fine and rare.
$2,000

3085
France, Louis XVI, Louis d’or, 1786A (KM.591.1). Fine.
$200
3086
France, Napoleon, forty francs, 1811A (KM.696.1). Nearly
very fine.
$400
3087
France, Louis XVIII, twenty francs, 1818W (KM.712.9).
Fine.
$170

3096*
Italy, Venice, Doge Domenico Contarini (1659-1674) gold
zecchino (F.1332). Very fine.
$300

3088
France, fifty francs, 1855A (KM.785.1). Nearly very fine.
$500
3089
German States, Prussia, twenty mark, 1873A (KM.501).
Nearly extremely fine.
$180

3097*
Italy, Venice, Alvise Mocenigo IV, (1763-1778), zecchino nd
(3.498 grams), (KM.C.71, F.1421). Nearly uncirculated.
$700
3098
Jamaica, proof twenty dollars, 1972 (KM#61). In case of
issue, FDC.
$200

3090*
Germany, Saxony, Friedrich August 1, ducat, 1711
(KM.805). Possibly has been mounted on edge, otherwise
good very fine.
$400
3091
German States, Saxony, twenty mark, 1894E (KM.1248).
Very fine.
$180

3099*
Japan, Meiji gold two yen, yr.3 (1870) (KM.Y.10). Good
extremely fine.
$1,250
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3100
Poland, ten and twenty zlotlych, 1925 (KM.32, 33).
Extremely fine. (2)
$220
3101
Portugal, John V, 400 reis, 1742 (KM.201). Very fine.
$70

3110*
Sweden, Oscar II, twenty kronor 1889 EB (KM.748). Mint
bloom, nearly uncirculated.
$350

3102
Russia, Nicholas II, five roubles, 1897 (KM.Y62). Very
fine.
$80
3103
Russia, Nicholas II, ten roubles, 1899 (KM.Y64). Good
very fine.
$180
3104
South Africa, Republic, proof rand and two rand, 1962 (KM.
PS.55). In SAM case of issue, FDC. (2)
$300

3111*
Sweden, Oscar II, twenty kronor 1890 EB (KM.748). Mint
bloom, nearly uncirculated.
$350

3105
Spain, one hundred pesetas, 1897(62) SG-V (KM.708)
restrike. Extremely fine.
$750

3112
Thailand, one hundred and fifty baht (1968), (KM.188). In
case of issue, uncirculated.
$100

3113*
Turkey, Ottoman Empire, Suleiman I ibn Selim (The Great
and The Magnificent), (A.H. 926-974, A.D. 1520-1566),
gold sultani (dinar), Misr (Egypt) mint, year [926], date off
flan, (3.45 grams), (A.1317, M.1253, [œ85], Artuk 1552).
Slightly off centred reverse, otherwise very fine.
$180

3106*
Sweden, Oscar II, twenty kronor, 1875 ST (KM.733). Full
mint bloom, uncirculated.
$400

3107*
Sweden, Oscar II, ten kronor 1883 LA EB, (KM.743).
Uncirculated.
$250

3114*
Turkey, Ottoman Empire, Murad III ibn Selim II, (A.H. 9821003, A.D. 1574-1595), gold sultani (dinar), (3.42 grams),
Misr (Egypt) mint, year 982, (A.1332, cf.M.1259, [œ85],
Artuk 1624, Kazan 776). Slighly weak at base of reverse,
otherwise good fine and scarce.
$160

3108*
Sweden, Oscar II, twenty kronor 1878/7 EB (KM.748). Mint
bloom, nearly uncirculated.
$400

3115*
U.S.A., gold dollar, 1849, Liberty head, open wrath. Some
obverse tooling otherwise extremely fine/ good extremely
fine.
$250

3109*
Sweden, Oscar II, twenty kronor 1886 EB (KM.748). Mint
bloom, nearly uncirculated.
$350

3116*
U.S.A, gold dollar, 1849, Liberty head, open wreath. Nearly
extremely fine.
$150

Ex Stacks, New York, December 6-7, 1995 (lot 1884) with ticket.
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WORLD SILVER & BRONZE COINS

3117*
U.S.A., gold dollar, 1874, Indian head, type III. Uncirculated
and rare thus.
$750

part

3127*
Anguilla, Provisional Government, July 11, 1967, Liberty
dollar, countermarked on Peru 1926 sol, another on Mexico
five pesos 1948, (Bruce X2, X3). Coins very good - fine,
countermarks very fine. (2)
$100

3118*
U.S.A., ten dollars or eagle, 1907, Indian head, no periods.
Full original mint bloom, uncirculated and scarce thus.
$1,000
3119
U.S.A, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1898S, Liberty head.
Set in a rope surround mount (14 carat). Nearly very fine.
$800

Anguilla declared independence on July 11, 1967 and seceded from
the Federation. Britain refused to accept the declaration and appointed
an administrator. In February 1969 they removed the British ties and
established a Republic of Anguilla. Britain retook the island and eventually
a new Constitution in 1976 established Anguilla as a self-governing British
dependent territory. The above issues were authorised by the Anguilla Island
Council. Each had been redeemed for ten U.S. dollars. The countermarking
was done by a private firm in San Francisco, California.

3120
U.S.A., twenty dollars or double eagle, 1908, St Gaudens.
Very fine.
$750
3121
U.S.A., twenty dollars or double eagle, 1924, St. Gaudens.
Nearly uncirculated.
$850

3122*
U.S.A., Pioneer Gold Coin, Moffat & Co., five dollars, 1849,
S.M.V. California gold. Minor rim nick, very fine/good very
fine and scarce.
$3,500

3128*
Austrian Netherlands, Joseph II, silver quarter kronenthaler,
1788H, (KM.38). Planchet adjustment marks on obverse,
toned with underlying mint bloom, nearly extremely fine/
extremely fine and very rare.
$150

Private purchase from Max Stern & Co. in 1971.

Unpriced in Krause/Mishler.

3123
U.S.A., proof gold and silver three coin set, 1994(world cup
soccer), containing gold five dollars (KM 248)(half eagle),
silver dollar, clad half dollar; Mexico, proof one hundred
dollars, fifty dollars and twenty-five dollar three coin set,
1985; Sweden, proof silver two hundred kroner, 1996.
FDC. (3)
$300

3129
Austria, Ferdinand I, thaler 1847AS (KM.2240). Toned,
nearly extremely fine.
$100
3130
Austria, silver fifty schilling commemoratives 1959-1974,
all different. Toned extremely fine - FDC. (18)
$150
3131
Austria, one hundred schillings, 1978, 700th Anniversary
of Gmunden, VIP issue, boxed set of five coins (KM2938).
Nearly uncirculated. (5)
$50
3132
Bahamas, proof set, 1974 (KM.PS10); British Virgin Islands,
silver proof set, 1974 (KM.PS2); New Zealand, proof five
dollars, 1990; Western Samoa, proof silver piedfort one tala,
1984 (KM.P1); Russia, proof three roubles (10), 1991-1995
commemorating W.W.II; mint sets, New Zealand, 1990;
Great Britain, 1953; Russia. Uncirculated - FDC. (7)
$100

3124
Western Samoa, proof one hundred tala, 1978 (KM.31)
Commonwealth Games. FDC.
$320
3125
Western Samoa, proof one hundred tala, 1978 (KM.31)
Commonwealth Games. FDC.
$320
3126
Western Samoa, proof one hundred tala, 1978 (KM.31)
Commonwealth Games. FDC.
$320
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3133
Bolivia, Charles II, (1665-1700), cob one real 1691 Assayer
VR, Potosi mint, (KM.23). Fine, one date only visible.
$60
Ex G. Holmes Collection (Wellington, New Zealand).

3143*
Burma, Pagan, (A.D. 1044-1287), silver unit, (11.8 grams),
obv. lion (Sing) to left, dotted edging, rev. flower dotted
edging (Robinson & Shaw -; M.-). Very fine with hoard
patination and very rare.
$350
3144
Burma, standard weight of the Burmese kings, the sacred
“Hantha bird” weight issued 1600-1878, weight 80.4,grams
corresponding to five Kyats. (Robinson and Shaw, The Coins
and Banknotes of Burma, Chapter 5, pp.31-4 [figure 12
p.32], cf.M.2831-5). Very fine.
$50

3134*
Bolivia, Charles III, cob eight reales, Potosi Mint, 1761 V,
(26.7 grams), (KM.45). Grey tone, an example with one clear
date, nearly very fine for issue and very scarce.
$600
3135
Bolivia, Charles III, eight reales 1780 P.R, Potosi Mint
(KM.55). Fine/good fine.
$180

Robinson and Shaw in a table on p.34 show that the range of weights for
each standard weight of the Hantha Bird type could vary by as much as
10% from high to low.

3136
British Commonwealth, including Australia, 1771-1968,
farthing to crown size, all base metal issues. Poor - extremely
fine. (100’s)
$100

3145
Burma, standard weight of the Burmese kings, the standing
Lion “To series” weight issued 1782-1819, weights 32.6
grams corresponding to two Kyats. (Robinson 78“and Shaw,
The Coins and Banknotes of Burma, Chapter 5, pp.31-4
[figure 1, p.32], M.2841-2). Good very fine.
$100

3137
British Commonwealth, minors 1835-1936 period, India,
Mauritius, New Guinea, South Africa, Gibraltar, Canada.
Fine - extremely fine. (10)
$150

3146
Burma, silver five mu and one mu (1852) (KM.9, 7.1). Straits
Settlements, Queen Victoria silver twenty cents 1882H
(KM.12). Fine - very fine. (3)
$60

3138
British North Borneo, five cents 1941H, two and a half cents
1903H, one cent 1935H, (KM.3 - 5). Good extremely fine
- uncirculated. (3)
$450

3147
Cambodia, Norodom I, (1835-1904), copper pe, obv. Hamza
bird to left, character “Chi or Ji” above, (KM.11). Fair - very
fine with oxidation as found in hoard. (30)
$100

3139
British North Borneo, five cents 1941H, two and a half
cents 1903H, one cent 1935H, (KM.3 - 5). Extremely fine
- uncirculated. (3)
$450
3140
British trade dollars, with chopmarks, 1899B, 1900B, (KM.
T5). Fine - nearly extremely fine. (2)
$50
3141
British trade dollars, 1901C, 1909B, 1911B, 1930 (2). Finevery fine. (5)
$100

3148*
Cambodia, Kingdom of Norodom I, silver tical, CS1208
(1847), obv. cock, rev. temple, 35mm, (KM.37). On broad
flan, very fine, scarce. (2)
$350

3142
British Virgin Islands, Elizabeth II, coin and stamp first day
covers, 1973 (one cent - one dollar); Thailand, thirty four
coin mint set, 1970; Bahamas, proof set, 1966; France, proof
sets, 1971, 1972, proof one franc, 1971; Austria, Maria
Theresa, silver thaler restrike, 1780 (2), proof sets, 1971
(2); India, proof set, 1973; Includes various other silver
and base metal issues from Norway, Japan, great Britain,
Germany and others, as well as cased and mint coins. Fine
- FDC. (approx 120)
$150

3149
Cambodia, Kingdom of Norodom I, silver tical, CS1208
(1847), obv. cock, rev. temple, 35mm, (KM.37). On broad
flan, very fine, scarce.
$120
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3150
Canada, Queen Victoria, one cent, 1859 (KM.1); George V,
silver ten cents 1920 (KM.23a); Nova Scotia, penny token,
1824 (KM.2); Cyprus, Queen Victoria, silver three piastres
1901 (KM.4). Very fine - extremely fine, the first with mint
red. (4)
$80

3158
Ceylon, George III, copper two stivers, 1815 (KM.82.1).
Surface marking on obverse, otherwise nearly extremely
fine.
$40

3151
Canada, Queen Victoria, fifty cents, 1901. Good fine.
$60
Ex H.V. Quinton Collection.

3152
Canada, Queen Victoria, silver twenty cents, 1858(KM.4);
silver twenty five cents, 1892(KM.5); Edward VII, silver fifty
cents 1910(KM.12). Good fine - very fine. (3)
$100

3159*
China, uncertain period Xia and Shang Dynasties, “Ch’in”
series, double dragon head type, odd shaped medium of
exchange and also known as “bridge money”, (c.1000-500
B.C.), length 101 mm., (cf.Coole 6722, 6728, Vol.5 p.478,
482, Not in Sch. or TFP). With green patina, very fine and
very rare.
$150

3153
Canada, proof sets, 1971 (2), 1972, 1973, proof silver
dollars, 1971 (4), 1973, New Zealand,proof set, 1989, proof
silver dollar, 1980. FDC. (11)
$100

Coole in ‘Coins in China’s History’, discusses these pieces under ‘Odd
Shaped Mediums of Exchange’, and that these pieces were initially used in
that transitionary period between the bartering age and the coin age. They
were made in many shapes and resembled various valuable utensils and
objects used at that time including fish, bells, lotus roots, shields etc. Thus
these objects in copper described above look like the early jade musical
instruments called ch’in and they were used in orchestras like the modern
metallic triangles. Dragon head ‘ch’in’ are rarely seen and seem to have some
monetary exchange value.

3154
Canada, proof set, 1981, proof silver dollars, 1981(2), 1982,
1983, 1985, 1987(2), mint one dollars, 1980, 1985: Fiji,
proof sets, 1976(in silver), 1978, 1980, 1982(2), mint sets,
1969(2), 1978, 1983(2), 1984(10); Pitcairn Island, proof
five ounce silver fifty dollars, 1989, proof silver dollar, 1989;
Papua New Guinea, proof set, 1981(2); Western Samoa,
proof silver dollar, 1974; Includes various cased coins,
medallions and other miscellaneous world issues(33). Mostly
very fine-FDC. (68)
$350
3155
Canada, New Zealand mint sets (12) Singapore medals (6)
replica coin e.t.c, bag and damaged Australian pennies and
halpennies and a 1970 set of replicas of early Australian
Colonied currency with certificate No 920 by Ibis impronts.
Poor - uncirculated. (approx 50)
$60
3156
Central and South America, various issues, 1865-1960,
includes Colombia, Curacao, Chile, Guatemala, Panama,
Peru, Honduras, Mexico, Venezuela, Uraguay and Cuba,
the majority silver. Very fine - uncirculated. (17)
$150

3160*
China, Chou Dynasty, cast ghost face money or ant nose
money as a money tree of 17 ant nose coins, State of Ch’u
Chou dynasty, (770-220 B.C.), obv. several markings, 200
mm. length, (200 grams), (cf.Opitz p.148-9, cf.Coole Vol.2,
95; cf.TFP 4). Very fine and scarce.
$400

3157*
Ceylon, Dutch rule, Negapatnam mint, copper doit, 1695,
obv. crude human figure (Kali), rev. Tamil inscription,
“Napakattana” in two lines, (KM.26, Sch. 1245). Very fine
and rare.
$80

The Chou Dynasty ( 1125 - 255 BC ) paved the way for the first unification
of China in 221 BC. During the Zhou dynasty, China evolved from a feudal
state with power divided among vassals to one with a strong centralized
government. The practice of casting weapons, farm implements and coins
out of iron and copper had begun during this time, permitting the Chou to
grow considerably. This was a time of great prosperity that would not be
seen again in China for many centuries. Included in this was the development
of money, which changed from it’s old form to one where coins acquired
inscriptions of various types, mostly referring to weights, values and location
of origin. In this case there is an ancient ‘cowrie’ shaped piece, but with the
addition of the wording, know as i’pi’chien or ant nose money. Each high
quality piece dates from the 3rd Century before Christ and bears a hole for
easy handling in quantity.
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3163*
China, Chou Dynasty, early and late period, (770-221
B.C.), bronze small rounded shouldered square footed spade
money, value one huan, “Liang Wei Chin Huo Wu er-Shih
Tang), one huan = 5 + 20 units, height 60mm, (24.4 grams),
(Coole Vol.2 No.1173-1185, TFP 307). Green patina with
some light encrustation on both sides, very fine and rare.
$250

3161*
China, Chou Dynasty, Early - Middle period, (600-255
B.C.), large size pointed sharp shoulder pointed foot spade
money, “Dan” or Kan Tan hollow head spade money (Sweet
Cinnabar), (45.78 grams), height 138mm, (Coole Vol.2 411,
p.166, Not in Sch. cf.TFP 11). Attractive green patina with
some loss of surface on stem or handle, fine and very rare.
$200

3164
China, Chou Dynasty, early and late period, (770-221
B.C.), bronze small rounded shouldered square footed spade
money, value one huan, “Liang Wei Chin Huo Wu er-Shih
Tang), one huan = 5 + 20 units, height 60mm, (24.4 grams),
(Coole Vol.2 No.1173-1185, TFP 307). Patina with some
light green encrustation on both sides, very fine and rare.
$360
3165
China, Chou Dynasty, State of Ming (during the Chou
Dynasty), pointed bent type, (c.400-200 B.C.), smaller size
knife money, length c.150mm, “uncerain”, (cf.TFP 336-8).
Some green encrustation, otherwise fine.
$150
3166
China, Chou Dynasty, State of Ming (during the Chou
Dynasty), blunt type, (c.400-200 B.C.), smaller size straight
type knife money, length c.133mm, “Gan-dan”, (cf.Coole
Vol.6, 8078, Sch. -, TFP 345). Some green encrustation,
otherwise fine.
$250
3167
China, Chou Dynasty, State of Ming (during the Chou
Dynasty), blunt type, (c.400-200 B.C.), smaller size straight
type knife money, length c.133mm, “Bai-ren”, (cf.Coole
Vol.6, 8099, Sch. -, TFP 346). Some green encrustation,
otherwise fine.
$150

3162*
China, Chou Dynasty, early and late period, (770-221
B.C.), bronze small rounded shouldered square footed spade
money, value one huan, “Liang Cheng Shang Chin Tang
Huane huan = (Brookbridge legal Commercial Metal equals
a huan) height 51mm, (11.4 grams), (Coole Vol.2 No.1124,
TFP 305). Green patina with some light encrustation on both
sides, very fine and rare.
$200

Lot 3168
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3168*
China, Western Chou Dynasty, Warring State period, “Li
shih” (Lei Sek), (elegant stone), round cash with round hole,
(c.400-255 B.C.), two characters around, diameter 37mms,
(Coole 8974, Vol.7 p.31, TFP 373, Pl.45 [$2000]). Some light
green encrustation, otherwise very fine and very rare.
$800
One of the earlist cash type coins that continued until last century.

3169
China, Han Dynasty, (205 B.C. - A.D 25), portion of clay
mould for casting large bronze cash, reading “Wu Chu”,
140x120x35mm size, (coin type TFP 114). Very fine and
rare.
$250
3172*
China, various cash, Hsin Dynasty, Wang Mang rebel, (A.D.
7-22), value fifty, (Sch.120) (illust.); Eastern Han Dynasty,
cash, 25mm., Emperor Kuang Wu (A.D. 25-57) (Sch.178);
Northern Sung Dynasty, Emp. Tai Tsung (976-997), (Sch.
475); another Emp. Shen Tsung (1068-1085), a Mother Coin
for two cash in seal writing (Sch. 536) (illust.) very rare;
Ming Dynasty, Chuang Lieh (1628-1644), value two (Sch.
1283); Tang-Sung period, AE charm, 24mm, objects around
obverse and character tuan; silver charm, Ch’ing Dynasty,
39mm, stamped character on edge, text both sides, (illust)
and rare. Fine - extremely fine. (7)
$250

3170*
China, Western Han Dynasty, (206 B.C. - A.D. 6), “Pan Pan
Liang Liang”, round cash with square hole, four characters
on one side, diameter 25mm, (2.2 grams), (Coole 9144-5,
TFP 420 [$200]). Some green encrustation, otherwise very
fine and rare.
$200

3173
China, Three Kingdom Eastern Wu Dynasty, Ta Huang
(A.D. 229-252), obv. “Da quan wu bai”, large round cash
with round hole, value 500, diameter 30mm., (7.3 grams),
(Coole 10233, Vol.7 p.226, Sch.192, TFP 532). Good fine
and scarce.
$180

3171*
China, Hsin Dynasty, Wang Mang Interregnum, “Chuang
Ch’uan ssu Shih”, round cash with square hole, (c.A.D.
9 - 22), four characters on one side, value 30, diameter
21mm, (3.2 grams), (Coole 9771 Vol.7 p.148, TFP 464,
Pl.53 [$2300]). Some minor green encrustation, otherwise
very fine and rare.
$750
3174*
China, Three Kingdom Eastern Wu Dynasty, Ta Huang (A.D.
229-252), “Ta Chuen Tang Chien”, large round cash with
round hole, value 1000, diameter 32mm., (12.6 grams),
(Coole 10260, Vol.7 p.226, Sch. 196, TFP 535). Very fine
and scarce.
$250

3175*
China, Northern Wei, incuse stamp, obv. “Dong-ar-si-zhu”,
rev. plain, round square cash with incuse circular punch,
14mm, (2.89 grams), (A.D. 386-532), (Sch. -, TFP 627).
Patinated, very fine and very rare.
$300
Lot 3172 part
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3176*
China, Five Dynasties, Southern Tang dynasty, Emperor Yuan
Tsung (d.A.D. 961), “Yung Chuan Tung Pao”, round cash
with square hole, four characters around, diameter 40mms,
(Sch. 439, TFP 809 [Pl.80]). Very fine and very rare.
$450

3181*
China, Northern Sung Dynasty, Emperor Jen Tsung, (A.D.
1023-1063), iron money tree of 36 large iron coins in four
rows (one broken off), issued as Chih-ho (1054-1055),
each coin 32mm, tree length 440 mm, width 184 mm, (cf.
S.512 for single iron cash, TFP 932). Somewhat rusted, one
branch broken from main base, several single pices broken
off, otherwise fair and very rare, stored in silk lined Chinese
manufactured case.
$1,250
This is a very rare, large part iron money tree. This money tree was recently
excavated from Shanxi ancient mint site. A similar example was in our
Auction Sale 80 (lot 3556).

3182
China, cash coins, c.1023 - 1200, mostly Northern Sung
Dynasty, assorted issues, many annotated. Good - fine.
(50)
$100

3177*
China, Five Dynasties, “Weng An Yi Pei”, Value one hundred
iron cash, (c.917-927), round cash with square hole, four
characters around, rev. plain, diameter 32mm., (10.1 grams),
(TFP 835 [$200]). Corroded iron as usual, very fine for issue
and very scarce.
$180

3183
China, cash coins, c.1023 - 1200, mostly Northern Sung
Dynasty, assorted issues, mostly annotatd. Good - fine.
(50)
$100

3178*
China, Tang Dynasty, “Kai Yuan tung pao”, Emperor Te
Tsung (780-804), round large copper coin with square hole,
four characters around Value ten, diameter 43mm, (22.65
grams), (Sch. 365, TFP 909). Attractive uneven green patina,
very fine and rare.
$600
3179
China, Uighur, (9th - 11th century), bronze cash type coin
with Uighur inscription “Iduq yaliq yuri-sun”, diameter
22mm., 2.1 grams, Fine and very rare.
$450

3184*
China, Sung Dynasty,copper note seal “One Guan Bei He
Tong” , cast block 72 x 47 mm. Very fine and very rare.
$100

3180
China, Liao Dynasty, (916-1125), uncertain emperor,
bronze charm, “Qian Qiu Wan Sui (a thousand autumn
and ten thousand years)”, round cash with square hole,
four characters around, rev. plain, diameter 49mms. Fine
and rare.
$250

A treasure handed down from ancient time, picked from “An introduction
to A ncient Royal Seals”. The original explanation states: “The copper seal
‘1 Guan Bei He Tong’ in regular script is a treasure handed down from the
ancient time, which is used at the back of Hui Zi (a kind of paper note) in
the southern Song”. According to “Song Shi, Yu Fu Zhi”: “The Ministers
again said: ‘The credit of official seal is important, whenever there is officical
seal, the seal characters become blurred through long time of using, which
should be recast, but have to ask for the approval, otherwise it would not be
allowed.’ When it is recast... to be done by Du Cha Chang Hui Zi Ku, and
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twenty five seals are given for each Jie... twelve contract seals, among which
two seals for one guan wen, each in characters ‘One Guan Wen Contract
Seal of Hui Zi Ku’. All the banknotes of the Song Dynasty have contract
seals. But there are many kinds of paper money of the Song Dynasty and it
is not clear where this seal is used.

3188
China, Liu Yu of Chi Dynasty, the Pretender Emperor TsaoWang, (d.1143), obv. “Fou-Ch’ang Tung pao”, round cash
in seal writing, square hole, (issued 1130-1137), diameter
32mm, (11.15 grams), (Sch. 1076, TFP 1675, Pl.138). Dark
green patina, very fine and very rare.
$250

3189*
China, Liu Yu of Chi Dynasty, the Pretender, Emperor
Tsao-Wang, (d.1143), obv. “Fou-Ch’ang Tung pao”, round
two cash in seal writing, square hole, (issued 1130-1137),
diameter 34mm, (9.80 grams), (cf.Sch. 1076, TFP 1677,
[Pl.138]). Dark green patina, very fine and very rare.
$800

3185*
China, uncertain period probably Northern Sung dynasty,
round shape bronze mirror money, uniface with four chinese
characters “Ta-kuan Tong Bao” an issue of 1107, in the
Northern Sung Dynasty of Huei Tsung 1101-1136), an
unusual medium of exchange, diameter 80mms, (Sch. 629632). With attractive dark green patina, of fine style, very
fine and very rare.
$150

3190*
China, Yuan Dynasty (1280-1368), Emperor Lung Feng
(1355), large bronze three cash, with nien hao ofve“ Chih
Ta issued 1310, 34mm, (cf.Sch.1115-6, TFP 1824). Some
green patination, otherwise very fine and very rare.
$600

3186*
China, uncertain period probably Sung dynasty, round shape
bronze mirror money, uniface with male and female figure
with tree between, peacock and tortoise below, Chinese
character upper left, odd shaped medium of exchange,
(900-1400 A.D.), diameter 85mms, (Coole -, Not in Sch. or
TFP). With attractive dark green patina, of fine style, very
fine and very rare.
$150

3191*
China, Late Yuan - early Ming nasty (c.1300 - 1644), silver
kidney shaped sycee ingot, five tael sycee “Hua Yin” 56.6mm
(230 grams) similar to type Guangdong Province square
trough ingot, (cf.Cribb 708-709 [Pl.57-58] for similar size
and type but different characters). Very fine and rare.
$150

3187
China, Southern Sung Dynasty, copies of copper tallies,
current in Lin An prefecture, with value five hundred cash,
(1266-1269), Schjoth claims issue of Emperor Kung Tsung,
oblong with round hole at end, five characters down each
side, “Lin An Fu Hsing Yung” and “Chun Wu Pai Wen
Sheng” length 69 and 67mm.,each about 20 grams, (Sch.
1064, TFP 1606). Green patina, modern copies fine - very
fine. (2)
$50

According to the seller of this piece, it was part of a hoard of 20-30 pieces
of similarly shaped sycee excavated in Yunnan. The weight varied from a
few taels to 20 taels. Only 3 of them were inscribed, but the inscriptions are
no longer traceable, since the person who excavated them sold them before
many people had a chance to view them. Cribb records several examples of
similar types to above piece with additional characters.
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3192
China, Ming Dynasty, Emperor Tai Tsu (1368-1394), round
cash with square hole, value five, four characters around
“Hong Wu Tong Bao”, rev. one characters “Wu-qian” (value
5) diameter 42mm., 19.0 grams, (cf.Sch. 1157, TFP 1934).
Brown patina, very fine and very scarce.
$180

3197*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, Hsien-feng, (1851-1861), cast brass,
obv. “Xian-feng- tong-bao”, rev. “Yi-tong tian xia” (one
Government on earth), imperial birthday coin, privately
issued, 43mm, (27.76 grams), (KM.-, Hartill 30.62). Very
fine and very rare.
$400
3193*
China, Ming Dynasty, Emperor Shih Tsung (1522-1566),
round cash with square hole, value five, four characters
around “Jia-Jing Tong Bao”, rev. one characters “Wu-qian”
(value 5) diameter 39mm., 14.6 grams, (cf.Sch. 1181, TFP
1964). Green patina, very fine and very rare.
$900
3194
China, Ming Dynasty, Kingdom of Da-Li (Yuannan),
unknown emperor, round cash with square hole, value one,
four characters around diameter 22mm., 3.8 grams, (Sch. -,
TFP -). Green patina, fine, unlisted type and very rare.
$180

3198*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, Tai Ping Rebel coinage, rebel ruler
Hung Hsiu-chuan, issued 1853-5, “Tai Ping Tian Pao” as four
characters, with additional two characters on back “sacred
currency”, round ten cash with square hole, (A.D. 18511861), issued 1853-1860, diameter 40mm, (cf.Sch.1606,
TFP 2676, Hartill 4.15). Very fine and very scarce.
$300

3195*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, commemorative cash, issued to
celebtrate the 60th birthday of Emperor Kang Hsi (16621722), 28mm, Fujian mint, obv. Kang Xi Tong Pao, rev.
“Pao Fu Yin fu”, (TFP 2273, cf.Hartill 30.88). Fine - very
fine and very rare.
$200

3199*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, Tai Ping Rebel coinage, rebel ruler
Hung Hsiu-chuan, issued 1853-5, “Tai Ping Tian Pao” as
four characters, with additional two characters on back at
sides “sacred currency”, round fifty cash with square hole,
(A.D. 1851-1861), issued 1853-1860, diameter 50mm, (cf.
Sch.1606, cf.TFP 2687, cf.Hartill 4.17). Very fine and very
rare, unlisted with horizontal reverse text.
$600
3200
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, Tai Ping Rebel coinage, rebel ruler
Hung Hsiu-chuan, “Tai Ping Tian Pao” as four characters,
with additional two characters on back at top and bottom
“shengbao”, round ten cash with square hole, (A.D. 18511861), issued 1856-1860, diameter 33mm, (cf.Sch.1606, TFP
2675, Hartill 4.23). Very fine and very scarce.
$300

3196*
China, Ch’ing Dynsaty, Hsien-feng, (1851-1861), cast brass,
Chekiang mint, forty hundred cash, 49mm, issued 1854,
(KM.C4-14, Hartill 26.78). Very fine and rare.
$400
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3204*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, Emperor Kuang-hsu (Te Tsung),
(1875-1908), “Kuang-hsu Tung Pao”, rev. “pao chi”,
round Value 10 large mother cash or pattern with square
hole, Chekiang mint, four characters each side, diameter
32mms, (cf.Sch. 1584, JMQB p.443, cf.Hartill 26.91 with
character zhomgbao rather than tongbao). Extremely fine
and extremely rare.
$500
3201*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, Emperor Qixiang (Ch’i-hsiang),
(1861), “Qixiang Tong Pao”, rev. “dang shi (value ten) and
Board of Revenue mint, four characters on reverse, diameter
34mm., issued August 1861-November 1861, (KM.C2-13
[$2500 VF], cf.Sch. 1554A, Hartill 5.261). Good very fine
and very rare.
$600

3205*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, Emperor Hsuan T’ung (Xuantong),
(1908-1911), Board of Revenue style, Taiping Coinage,
presentation ten cash, “Xuantong tong bao”, rev. “Tian xia
Taiping” square hole, diameter 45mm., weight 33.0 grams,
(KM. -, Sch. -, Hartill 30.42 [Pl.160, p.288]). Very fine and
very rare.
$350

3202*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, Mu Tsung (Tongzhi), (A.D. 18621874), Shansi mint, issued 1862, master ten cash, obv.
“T’ung Chih Tung pao”, rev. “Boo Jin”, (KM.Pn211, Sch. -,
cf.Hartill 21.48, cf.TFP 2608). Very fine and very rare.
$180

3203*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, Emperor Kuang-hsu (Te Tsung),
(1875-1908), Chin mint Taiyuan Shansi, ten cash, “Kuanghsu Tung Pao”, rev. “boo Jin”, square hole, diameter 34mm.,
(KM. -, Sch. -, cf.Hartill 21.49 [for cash, p.194). Very fine
and very rare.
$400

3206*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, (1644-1911), large cast brass charm
in Qi-lin shape, obv. rider on horse various characters on
reverse, height 58mm, width 62mm . Very fine.
$120
Lot 3204
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3210*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped sycee
ingot, similar to type Shandong Province Pure Silver Ingot,
twelve taels or twelve ounce type, (435 grams), with three
blocks of Chinese characters as stamps, (cf.Cribb 152 [Pl.36]
for similar size and type). Very fine and rare.
$250

3207*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, charm, in brass with small boy
attached to top, legend reads “May the wrath of the god
of thunder destroy the devils and send down purity1, May
bogies be killed and thus free us from evil influences and
keep us eternally safe! Receive this command from T’ai
shang lao chun (Lao Tzu) and let it be executed as fast as
lu Ling (a famous runner in Mu Tang’ds time 10th century
B.C.)” diameter 44mms, height 90mm. (cf.Sch. 92). Fine
and rare.
$200

3211*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped sycee
ingot, similar to type Shandong Province Pure Silver Ingot,
twelve taels or twelve ounce type, (435 grams), with two
small blocks of Chinese characters as stamps within and a
set of four uncuse characters at base, (cf.Cribb 158 [Pl.37]
for similar size and type). Very fine and rare.
$250

3208
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, new knife money or key shaped
charm, obv. “Ping Wu Qian”, 13.89 grams, 68mm., (Sch.-,
TFP -). Nearly very fine and very rare.
$180

3212
China, Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped sycee
ingot, similar to type Shandong Province Pure Silver Ingot,
ten taels or ten ounce type, (355 grams), with one large
square block of four Chinese characters as stamps within
and a set of four uncuse characters at base (similar to the
previous lot), (cf.Cribb 158 [Pl.37] for similar size and type).
Very fine and rare.
$200
3213
China, Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped sycee
ingot, similar to type Gansu Province Waisted pure Silver
Ingot, two taels or two ounce type, (79.8 grams), with two
large square block of Chinese character in the shape of a T,
(cf.Cribb 384 [Pl.46] for similar size and type). Very fine
and rare.
$70
3214
China, Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver boat shaped sycee
ingot, similar to type Gansu Province Waisted pure Silver
Ingot, two taels or two ounce type, (70.6 grams), with one
large square block of Chinese character and design, (cf.Cribb
384 [Pl.46] for similar size and type). Very fine and rare.
$70

3209*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver square shaped
sycee ingot, Jiangxi Province fifty tael silver ingot, (1155
grams), 88x79 mm height 32mm, “Jiang Xi Zu Bao” legend
repeated five times, (cf.Cribb 35-53 [Pl.46] for similar size
and type but different characters). Very fine and rare.
$500
Cribb records several examples of similar types to above piece.
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3218*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver slab shaped sycee
ingot with curved ends, similar to type Yunnan Province three
identical sets of stamps on a slabed silver ingot, three taels
or three ounce type, (118,1 grams), (cf.Cribb 1015 [Pl.63]
for similar size and type). Very fine and rare.
$100
3219
China, Ch’ing Dynasty, brass money tree of five pieces, cast
block 88 x 92 mm., (110 grams), with names of five Ch’ing
Dynasty rulers and Tong Bao, as obverses and common
reverses. Probably a modern copy, very fine and rare.
$50
3215*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver drum shaped
sycee ingot, from Yunnan Province, “Yong Chang”
(Yongchang or Yung Ch’ang Prefecture) type XL (Cribb),
ten taels or ten ounce type, (380 grams), with one large one
two character block of stamps, (Cribb Group F, 475 [p,175],
M.4048). Very fine and rare.
$400

3220
China, Post WWII, silver rectangular ingot block 33x24x15
mm., (145 grams) value of five tael, made at the Kumming
Mint or Central mint c.1945, obverse spade and 995 and
two rows of characters, reverse three rows of five characters
arranged horizontally. Very fine and rare.
$120

Cribb records a similar example and Mitchiner illustrates an example.

3221
China, Post WWII, silver rectangular ingot 32.3 mm., (19.9
grams) value of one tael, made at the Kumming Mint or
Central mint c.1945, obverse spade and KMO 398, 995.0
and characters, reverse three rows of five characters arranged
horizontally. Very fine and rare.
$50
3222
China, brass cast ingot 67 mm., (24.85 grams), “Da Song
Chun Hua year imperial grant exquisite silver” obverse
five characters, reverse four characters arranged vertically.
Probably a modern copy, very fine and rare.
$50

3216*
China, Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver drum shaped
sycee ingot, from Yunnan Province, “Yi Thai Yu” (a shop
name) type XL (Cribb), ten taels or ten ounce type, (385
grams), with one large one three character block of stamps,
(Cribb Group F, - [cf.p.176-7], cf.M.4049). Very fine and
rare.
$500

3223
China, Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), forgery of silver kidney
shaped sycee ingot, Shandong mint and cast at the Shandong
factory, height 45mm., value of five mace, struck 19th-20th
century, (18.30 grams), four charactyers and two gragons
on obverse, several rows of characters on reverse, (Cribb
F51 [Pl.71]. Very fine.
$50

Cribb does not record this example type and is similar to Mitchiner illustrated
examples.

Cribb records and illustrates an example of very similar type but height of
35mm as compared to 45mm of the above piece.

3217
China, Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver slight boat shaped
sycee ingots similar to type Shanxi Province Pure Silver Ingot,
two taels or two ounce type, (61.2 and 49.2 grams), both
with one rectangular block of Chinese characters as stamps
within, (cf.Cribb 543 [Pl.52] for similar size and type). Very
fine and rare. (2)
$80

3224*
China, Fengtien Province, under Empire, silver dollar, year 24
(1898) (KM.Y.87). Lightly toned, good very fine and rare.
$400
Lot 3218
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3230
China, Yunnan Province, silver dollar, not dated (c.1920-2),
obv. facing dragon, rev. legend, (KM. Y.258.1). Brilliant,
uncirculated.
$300
3231
China, Republic (Taiwan), Chiang Kai-Shek, silver pattern
five chiao year 38 (1949) (KM.Y532). Uncirculated, slightly
misstruck.
$180
3225*
China, Kweichow Province, one yuan, 1928 (KM.Y428)
‘auto dollar’. Fine.
$170

3226*
China, Republic, Sinkiang Province, cast copper ten cash,
nd. (c.1912), Aksu mint, (KM.Y.37.2). Very fine and very
scarce.
$250

3232*
Costa Rica, Royal Mint London, proof set 1937, twenty
five, fifty centismos and one colour in cupro-nickel (KM.
PS2) (KM 175-7). Light toned, FDC and rare. (3)
$500

3227*
China, Republic, Central mint, Tientsin, in name under
Hsuen Tung (1908-1911), issued in 3rd year(1911), silver
ten cents, obv. facing dragon, rev. inscription around and
within inner circle, (KM.Y.28, Kann 230). Good extremely
fine, and rare.
$300

3233*
Crete, Prince George, silver five drachmai, 1901, (KM9).
Good fine.
$140
3228*
China, Yunnan Province, five-stamped Remittance Ingot,
as a silver sycee, five taels or 5.5 ounce packsaddle type, of
five blocks of stamps, c.1880-1900, (about 200 grams), (cf.
Cribb 751-1000, cf.pl.61-62). Good very fine.
$350

3234
Cuba, silver one peso, 1934 (KM.15.2). Good extremely
fine.
$180
3235
Cyprus, Queen Victoria, large half piastre, 1879 (KM.2).
Extremely fine.
$70

3229
China, Yunnan Province, five-stamped Remittance Ingot,
as a silver sycee, five taels or 5.5 ounce packsaddle type,
of five blocks of stamps, c.1880-1900, with additional
counterstamp on edge (about 192.4 grams), (cf.Cribb 7511000, cf.pl.61-62). Good very fine.
$300

3236
Cyprus, Queen Victoria, silver eighteen piatres, 1901
(KM.7). Nearly very fine.
$80
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3237
Denmark, silver two kroner 1888 (KM.799) France silver
ten frans 1967; Hungary, silver five pengo 1938; Spain silver
two reales 1812 C. (KM.460.1). Good very fine - good
extremely fine. (4)
$150

3247
German East Africa, copper five heller, 1909J, (KM.11).
Good very fine.
$50

3238
Egypt, Muhammed V (1919-14) qirsh, Yrs 3 and 6 (KM.309).
Good very fine. (2)
$40
3239
Fiji, George V, silver florin 1934 (3) (KM.5); silver shilling
1935 (KM.4); New Zealand, Elizabeth II, two cents, undated
(1967) Bahamas Mule. Very fine - extremely fine. (5)
$30

3248*
Germany, Bavaria, Otto (1886-1913), silver two marks
1898D, (KM.511). Very fine, rarest date.
$100

3240
Fiji, 1934 - 1964, halfpenny - florin date sets, missing 1955,
1958 threepence. In a Dansco deluxe album. Very fine uncirculated. (87)
$300

3249
Germany, Frankfurt Free City, silver two thaler 1861
(KM.365); silver thalers 1848 (KM.338), 1862 (KM.371);
Saxony, thaler 1871B (KM.1214); prussian two mark 1907,
1913, Weimar 1929 and four minors. Attractive patinas on
most; good very fine - nearly uncirculated. (11)
$400

3241
Fiji, proof sets, 1983 (2), cased fiftyh cents, 1980 (2); Canada,
proof silver dollars 1986 (2), mint dollar, 1982; Pictairn
Islands, proof silver fifty dollars, 1988, cased one dollars,
1988 (2); Great Britain, Crowns, 1889 (2), 1900, 1951,
1953, 1960, 1965 (2), 1966, 1978 Includes cased dollars
from Cook Islands, Falkland Islands and Samoa. Nearly
Fine - FDC. (26)
$180

3250
Germany, Nurnberg, eighth ducat, c.1700, (KM.248) holed);
Olympic commemorative ten mark, 1972 (3), (KM.132
(2), 133); half mark 1905A, 1907A (KM.17); German East
Africa, twenty heller 1916, obv. B, rev. B, (KM.15 variety
noted as rare). Very good - nearly uncirculated. (7)
$50

3242
Fiji, proof silver dollar, 1970 (KM.33a), proof sets, 1978
(KM.PS3). Nearly FDC - FDC. (6)
$130

3251
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm I, commemorative silver three
marks, 1913A, Defeat of Napoleon (KM.534). Toned,
uncirculated.
$50

3243
Fiji, mint sets, 1983 (2); Great Britain, proof set, 1971, proof
crown, 1951, mint set, 1984, crowns, 1953, 1965 (4); New
Zealand, mint five dollars, 1992, in folder; Western Samoa,
proof tala, 1978 (KM.30a [3]), 1979 (KM.32a [3]), mint
talas, 1978 (3); U.S.A., proof set, 1980. Extremely fine
- FDC. (25)
$100

3252
Germany, Weimar Republic, silver three reichsmark,
liberation of Rhineland commemorative, 1930A (KM.70).
Nearly uncirculated.
$60

3244
France, Louis XIV, half ecu, 1702I (KM.325.9). Dark stains
on obverse at 7 o’clock, otherwise nearly fine/fine.
$100
3245
France, Louis XVI, copper sol 1784L (Bayone) (KM.578.9).
Even brown patina, nearly fine and rare.
$50

3253*
Germany, Weimar Republic, five reichsmark, 10th
anniversary Weimar constitution 1919-1929, 1929A
(KM64). Uncirculated.
$200

part

3246*
France, Third Republic, large five centimes 1870A, bronze
two centimes 1882, 1893, 1907, 1909, (KM 815.1, 827.1,
841). Nearly uncirculated - red uncirculated, the fourth a
key date (illustrated). (5)
$150
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3254*
Germany, Weimar Republic, pattern silver medallic issue, five
marks in silver, von Hindenburg by Goetz, (24.7 grams), (cf.
KM.M1a). Uncirculated and scarce.
$200
3255
Germany, West Germany, one mark 1955G (KM.110). Good
very fine/very fine.
$60
3256
Germany, West Germany, five marks, 1960D, 1967F
(KM.112.1; KM.120.1). Uncirculated - FDC. (2)
$80
3257
Germany, West Germany, silver commemorative ten
marks, Schopenhauer birth 1988D(7) (KM.168), Carl Zeis
1988F (KM.169), Brandenburg Gate 1991A(2) (KM177).
Uncirculated. (10)
$100
3258
Great Britain, proof set, 1984, mint coin sets, 1953 (2), 1968
(2), Ireland, proof sets, 1970 (4), 1972; U.S.A., proof silver
quarter - one dollar three coin set, 1976, mint set, 1957;
Canada, decimal coin set, 1979; Cyprus, mint set, 1963;
Trinidad and Tobago, proof set, 1976; Singapore, mint
silver ten dollars, 1976; Includes an “international Currency
Collection booklet containing banknotes from around
the world, as well as various cased coins and medallions.
Uncirculated - FDC.
$150
3259
Greece, George I, silver two drachmai, 1873 (KM.39); silver
five drachmai, 1876A, (KM.46). Fine - very fine. (3)
$150
3260
Greece, fifty lepta 1874A, drachma 1910, ten drachma 1930,
thirty drachma 1963. Portugal and Colonies, bronze 1930
Cape Verde, 1948, 1949, silver 2.50 escudos 1951. Fine
- uncirculated. (8)
$150

3262*
Guinea, Republic, Royal Mint London part proof set, 1962,
five, ten and twenty five francs in cupro nickel (KM 5-7; PS1).
Brilliant, nearly FDC. (3).
$250
Ex S.V.Hagley Collection.

3263
Hong Kong, Queen Victoria, one cent, 1863 (KM.4.1);
Sarawak, Rajah Brooke, one cent, 1863 (KM.3); Straits
Settlements, Queen Victoria, quarter cent, 1845 (KM.1).
Fine - extremely fine, the first two spotty. (3)
$50
3264
Hutt River Province, five, ten, twenty, fifty cents and silver
thirty dollars, 1976. (KM.X1-KM.X5). The last prooflike
with some marking on the portrait, otherwise uncirculated.
(5)
$50

3265*
Indo China or Burma, silver tael, c.1943, possibly made in
Hanoi obv. in Burmese and Chinese, “Genuine silver one
tael”, rev. stag head in linear circle, (KM.A3 [French Indo
China, p.748], Kann 939). Extremely fine.
$200
3266
Indo-Portuguese, Malacca, Manuel I (1495-1521), tin
bastardo, first issue (1511) (45.61 grams), 39 mm., 6mm
thick, obv. S M P R DE PV SOR DIE MALA, armillary
sphere, rev. CRVX XPI NOSTRE SPES VNICA, cross of
christ, (SS M.07, Vaz E.1.16, cf.Gomes 17.02). Very fine
and rare.
$450

3261*
Greece, Constantine, fifty lepta 1921H uniface trial striking
of the obverse in aluminium (KM.65). Normally this coin
is struck in cupro nickel, all but thirty were melted. Nearly
uncirculated and extremely rare.
$2,000
Ex Heaton Mint, Birmingham.
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This large and attractive coin was only known through documentary evidence
until the beginning of the 20th century, when several examples appeared
during dredging of the Malacca river. Since that time, more have been found
at excavation sites and completely unknown types of Indo-Portuguese coins
have appeared. There are believed to have been at least three issues of these
bastardos of 10 solidus or 100 dinbeiros noted in descending order according
to weight and diameter. This specimen belongs to the earliest minting ordered
by Alfonso de Albuquerque which have a diameter of 39-44mm and a weight
of 46-56 grams. They were later reduced to 35mm and 35 grams.

3270*
Italy, Kingdom of Sicily, Henry VI alone (1194-1197), billon
(25% silver) dirham fraction or quarter tercenarius, Palerno
mint issued December 1194-1195, obv. Arabic legend in
Nashki script, (Caesar Augustus), rev. in three lines, Z/
REX/SICIL, (MEC 477-478, Spahr 2 [RR], Biaggi 1780).
Very fine and rare.
$140

3271*
Italy, Kingdom of Sicily, Henry VI and Constance (11941197), billon denaro, Palermo or Messina mint issued
1194-1196, obv. cross, + E IMPERATOR, rev. eagle facing
head to left, C IMPERATRIX, (MEC 483, Spahr 28 [Rare],
Biaggi -, CNI Pl.VIII, 20). Minor chip at edo“ge, some mint
bloom, extremely fine and rare.
$120

3267*
Indo-Portuguese, Malacca, Manuel I (1495-1521), tin
bastardo, first issue (1511) (46.18 grams), 37 mm., 5mm
thick, obv. S M P R DE PV SOR DIE MALA, armillary
sphere, rev. CRVX XPI NOSTRE SPES VNICA, cross of
christ, (SS M.07, Vaz E.1.16, cf.Gomes 17.02). Good very
fine and rare.
$200
This large and attractive coin was only known through documentary evidence
until the beginning of the 20th century, when several examples appeared
during dredging of the Malacca river. Since that time, more have been found
at excavation sites and completely unknown types of Indo-Portuguese coins
have appeared. There are believed to have been at least three issues of these
bastardos of 10 solidus or 100 dinbeiros noted in descending order according
to weight and diameter. This specimen belongs to the earliest minting ordered
by Alfonso de Albuquerque which have a diameter of 39-44mm and a weight
of 46-56 grams. They were later reduced to 35mm and 35 grams.

3272*
Italy, Kingdom of Sicily, Henry VI and Frederick (11961197), billon denari, Messina mint, obv. eagle facing with
head left, around +E INPERATOR, rev. FREDERIC REX
around, crowned head facing, (MEC 488-490, Spahr 32
[RR], Biaggi -); Frederick as Emperor (1220-1250), billon
denari, Messina mint, issue of 1242, obv. A over crescent
and star, around F ROM IMP SEMPR (IMP ligated), rev.
cross with star and three pellets in opposite corners, around
IERL’ ET SICIL R, (MEC 552, Spahr 123, Biaggi -); Charles
I of Anjou, (1266-1285), denari (odd shaped flan as usual),
Messina mint, obv. KA in centre, traces of legend around,
rev. cross, legend traces around, (MEC 641-2, Spahr 37 var.,
cf.Biaggi 1292). Fine - very fine and all scarce - rare. (3)
$120

3268*
Indo-Portuguese, Malacca, Manuel I (1495-1521), tin
bastardo, third issue (1517-1521) (14.07 grams), 30mm.,
obv. coat of arms of Portugal, with + V either side, around
I EWANVEL R P ET A D GVINE, rev. armillary sphere
with five lines of latitude, (SS M.24, Gomes 19.02). Very
fine and rare.
$180
Aleixo de Menezes coinage. He was the nephew of the third governor of
Goa and arrived in Goa in June 1517 to supervise this third issue of coinage
under the governor of Goa.

3269
Iran, Reza Shah, (S.H. 1304-1320, A.D.1925-1941), silver
two thousand dinars 1306 S.H. (1927), H mintmark,
(KM.1104). Golden tone, nearly uncirculated.
$30

3273*
Italy, Kingdom of Sicily, Henry VI and Frederick (11961197), billon denari, Messina mint, obv. eagle facing with
head left, around +E INPERATOR, rev. FREDERIC REX
around, crowned head facing, (MEC 488-490, Spahr 32
[RR], Biaggi -). Very fine and rare.
$100
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3274*
Italy, Kingdom of Sicily, Frederick II, (1198-1250), silver
denaro, struck at Messina, issued 1221, obv. cross, + F
IMPERATOR, rev. Imperial eagle, REX SICIL around,
(Spahr 107, Pl.XXIV, 107, Biaggi 1254). Very fine.
$120

3278*
Italy, Bologna, Republican Government, (1416-1419 and
maybe slightly later), silver grosso, obv. lion rampant to left
holding a flag, .BONONI U DOCET, rev. Saint Peter seated
facing with staff and city walls in hand, around S. PETR
ONIVS, (Biaggi 401). Very fine and rare.
$140

A similar example in Sale 81 (lot 1806) realised $130.

part

3279*
Italy, Venice, Leonardo Loredan, (1501-1521), silver soldino
marchetto, obv. St. Mark receiving the Doge kneeling to
left with sword, around +LE LAV DVX S.M.V., rev. Christ
standing facing with nimbus, around LAVS TI BI SOLI, (cf.
Biaggi 2938, Paolucci p.55) (illust), Andrea Gritti, (15231538), bezzo or half soldo, obv. cross with dots in angles
and at ends of cross, around ANDREAS GRITTI DVX, rev.
lion of St. Mark, around + S MARCVS VENETI, (Paolucci
p.59) (illust); other bezzos (2); Venetian possessions,
Candia (Crete), soldino or four tornesi (2), (16th - early
17th century), obv. Lion of St. Mark, 4 T in exergue, rev.
SOL/DINO in two lines, (Eklund 1225). Fair - very fine,
mostly scarce. (6)
$140

3275*
Italy, Kingdom of Sicily, Frederick II, (1198-1250), billon
denaro, struck at Messina, issued 1245, obv. I P in field with
suspension mark, + F ROMANORVM, rev. cross, + R IERL’
ET SICL around, (MEC 562, Spahr 13, Biaggi 1266). Dark
tone, good very fine.
$80

3280
Italy, Vittorio Emaunele III, silver ten lire 1927R (KM.68.1);
silver twenty lire 1928R (KM.69). Very fine, the first cleaned.
(2)
$100

part

3276*
Italy, Kingdom of Sicily, Frederick III, (1296-1327), billon
denaro, struck at Messina, issued c.1300, obv. crowned
head to left, + [FRI T DE]I GRA, rev. cross with pellets in
each angle, [REX] SICILI[E] around, (MEC 782 [group 14],
Spahr 46 [p.15], Biaggi 1312); another similar with rev. cross
with pellet as traces in first and star in fourth quarter, (cf.
MEC 1780, Spahr 44 [p.15], Biaggi 1312). Fine - very fine,
weak in places. (2)
$120

3281
Jamaica, proof set, 1984, proof ten dollars, 1962; Republic of
Panama, proof set, 1973, proof one balboa, 1973; Malawi,
mint set, 1971, one crown, 1966; Bahamas, proof set, 1973;
Phillipines, proof set, 1975; Cayman Islands, proof twenty
five dollars, 1972, proof five dollars, 1973; Republic of
Liberia, proof five dollars, 1973; Fiji, mint one dollar, 1970.
Uncirculated - FDC. (12)
$180

part

3277*
Italy, Venice, Francesco Dandolo, (1328-1329), silver
soldino, obv. Doge to left with sword, around +FRA DAN
DVLO DVX, rev. lion nimbate left, + S MARCVS VENETI,
(Biaggi 2810) (3); Bartollomeo Gradenigo, (1339-1342),
silver soldino, obv. Doge to left with sword, around +BA
GRADO NICO DVX, rev. lion nimbate left, + S MARCVS
VENETI, (Biaggi 2815). Fine to very fine, two with edge
chipping, all very scarce. (4)
$160

3282*
Japan, Meiji era, silver yen, year 15 (1882), (KM.A25.2).
Extremely fine and scarce.
$280
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3290
Malaysia, Trengganu, tin jokoh, nd (1907), obv. Hiap
Hin Kongsi” (Hiap Hin Company), edge cmked. “Chi”
(auspicious) rev. in Jawi “Ini Juru Bahasa Punya” (This is
the interpreters), countermarks in Chinese on edge, Kongsi
and Hiap Sinlion rampant to left and right of central square
hole, both sides with additional paint as in SS illustration,
(SS 38, P.111). Holed, good fine and rare.
$120
3283*
Japan, Meiji era, silver yen, year 24 (1891), countermarked
with gin mark (see p. 811 KM for countermarking), (KM.
A25.3). Extremely fine and scarce.
$180
3284
Japan, Meiji, fifty sen, yr.40 (1907), yr.42 (20 (1909)
(KM.31); twenty sen yr.28 (2) (1895), yr.32 (1899); ten sen
yr.10 (1885) yr.26 (1893) (KM.23), yr.44 (1911) (KM.29);
five sen yr.34 (1901) (KM.21). Very fine - extremely fine.
(10)
$70

3291*
Mexico, Philip V, (1700-1746), eight reales pillar dollar,
Mexico City mint, 1742 M/F., (KM.103). Good very fine
and rare.
$250

3285
Keeling Cocos Islands, John Clunies Ross, five, ten, twentyfive and fifty cents in bronze,one, two and five rupees in
cupro nickel. (KM.1-7). Uncirculated. (7)
$200
3286
Malaya and Indonesia, kingdom of Srivijaya, silver units or
namo coins, 13th century A.D., obv. letter ‘Na’, rev. cut or
question mark symbol, (M.3058, 3064). Very fine.
$100
3287
Malaysia, Johore, 18th century, tin weight, ball shape with
three countermarks, 41.3 grams, 22 mm. diameter, Fine
and rare.
$250

3292*
Mexico, Charles III, eight reales, 1789 F.M. (KM.106.2a).
Good extremely fine.
$270

Claimed as found at Johore River in Malaysia.

3293
Mexico, Charles III, eight reales 1788 F.M, Mexico City Mint
(KM.106.2a). Countermarked E L on obverse, scratches in
field, otherwise fine/good fine.
$180

3288
Malaysia, Trengganu, tin cent A.H. 1325 (1907), obv.
legend rev. 1, 29mm, (KM. 19, SS 18, P.98). Very fine and
very scarce.
$150

3294*
Mexico, two reales, 1835/4 RM/RL, Ds (Durango mint),
(KM.374.4 $200 F). Fine and very rare.
$150

3289*
Malaysia, Trengganu, tin jokoh, nd (1907), obv. Teck Soon
Kongsi (Teck Soon Company), rev. in Jawi “Sin” and “Hee”
(issuer’s name), lion rampant to left and right of central
square hole, (SS 44A). Very fine and very rare.
$220

3295
Military related tokens, including NAAFI (4 different)
concentration Camp tokens 1943 for 5 and 10 mark
Lipzmanstadt; German Occupation of Baltic, Poland and
Russia, 1916 two and three kopecks, all with printed
annotations. Very fine - extremely fine. (10)
$100
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3296
Netherlands, William II - Wilhelmina I, half cent, 1903
(KM.133); silver ten cents 1855 (KM.80); silver gulden 1846
(KM.66), 1857, 1859, 1860, 1863, 1865(2) (KM.93), 1905
(KM.122.2), 1915 (KM.148); silver two and a half gulden,
1858 (KM.82). Very good - extremely fine. (12)
$150
3297
Netherlands East Indies, Java, United East Company,
Batavian Republic, dump bonk coinage, copper two stuivers,
1797 (48.68 grams), one stuiver, 1806, (15.68 grams).
(KM.206, 211). All with clear dates, fine - very fine, scarce.
(2)
$50

3304*
Philippines, countermarked coinage in the name of Ferdinand
VII, crowned F.7o in circle in centre of the coin, struck
on 1831MM Lima mint, Peru eight reales, (KM.142.3),
(KM.83). Very fine, scarce.
$200

3298
Norway, Oscar II, ten ore 1880 (KM.350); copper five
ore 1896 (KM.349). First coin good very fine; nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$80

3305
Philippines, various patterns of ten (2), twenty five and fifty
centimos (3) all struck in copper, similar issues for Ferdinand
& Imelda Marcos 1966 (KM.PnB28); Marcos nd.c.1965-6
(KM.Pn22) and del Pilar 1967 (KM.Pn37); one peso Bataan
1967 (KM.PnA40); Marcos nd.c.1965-6 (KM.Pn21); Sower
walking right (2), (cf.KM.P39). As struck, uncirculated with
full mint red. (10)
$150

3299*
Palestine, British administration, ten mils, 1942 (KM.4).
Uncirculated.
$100
3300
Panama, silver quarter balboa, 1931 (KM. 11.1). Good
very fine.
$70

3306*
Reunion, French Department, aluminium one franc, 1948,
with muled obverse of French Equatorial Africa, one franc,
1948 (KM.7/KM.6). Uncirculated and a very rare mule.
$1,000

3301
Panama, proof silver twenty balboas, 1973-5 (KM.31 ) and
mint silver twenty balboas 1971-2 (KM.29, 31). Proofs in
cases of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (5)
$200

KM lists at US$2600.

3302
Panama, proof silver twenty balboas, 1974(2) (3.85 ounces
each); Canada, Olympic silver proof four coin set, 1973,
proof dollar, 1975, Western Samoa, proof silver ten tala,
1980; Uganda, proof silver one hundred shillings, 1981;
Papua New Guinea, proof silver ten kina, 1975; Great
Britain, proof silver crown, 1977. FDC. (8)
$250

3307*
Russia, Tsar Boris Fedorovich Godunov (1598-1605),
Gospodar type, silver denga or kopeck, 1604 H below (Great
Novgorod) over PBI = 7112 (from the creation = AD.1604),
(Lang, Num. Chron. 1954, Nos. 11Div). Nearly very fine
and rare.
$100
3308
Russia, 17th Century silver wire money or kopecks (11),
from Michael I (1613-45) to Peter the Great (1689-1725)
also Nicholas II five 1913, ten 1915, fifteen and twenty
kopecks 1916. Fine - very fine. (15)
$100

3303*
Peru, Charles III, (1760-1788), eight reales pillar dollar, Lima
mint, 1770 LM., (KM.64.1). Good very fine and rare.
$180
300

part

3309*
Russia, Anna, one rouble, 1739, bust to right, (KM.204,
D.1675). Toned, very fine and scarce.
$250

3315*
South Africa, Elizabeth II, crown to farthing 1959 (KM 4452). Select specimens, uncirculated. (9)
$150

3316*
Spain, Castile, Alfonso X, (1252-1284), silver dinero, Burgos
mint, obv. castle B below, MONETA CASTELLE around,
rev. EY LEGIONIS around, heraldic lion left, (Cayon 1146).
Very fine, round and scarce.
$120
3310*
Russia, Alexander III, rouble 1883 Coronation issue, (KM.
Y.43). Extremely fine.
$180
3311
Sarawak, C. Brooke, silver ten cents, 1911H (KM.9). Good
very fine.
$60

3317*
Spain, Castile, Ferdinand IV, (1295-1312), silver dinero,
Toledo mint, obv. castle with T below, F REX CASTELLE
around, rev. ET LEGIONIS around, heraldic lion left, (Cayon
1192). Extremely fine, round and scarce.
$120

3312
Singapore, proof set, 1974 (KM.PS6), No.1213 with
certificate and plush lined wooden case. FDC.
$110

3318
Straits Settlements, George V, silver dollar 1919 (KM.33).
Toned good very fine.
$50

3313
Solomon Islands, Elizabeth II, first day of issue Presentation
set 1997 (contains coins notes and stamp catchets, 1975
(5); U.S.A, Atlanta 1996 Olympics, silver half dollar, silver
one dollar set; includes Sydney 2000 Olympic medallion
and pin set, as well as Franklin Mint coronation silver
jubilee commemorative silver medallion and stamp wallet.
Uncirculated - FDC. (12)
$100

3319*
Sumatra (British), East India Company, two kepings 1787
edge grained straight, (KM. 258, Pr.13). Good extremely
fine.
$150

3314
South Africa, Z.A.R., sixpence, 1896 (KM.4). Mint bloom,
nearly uncirculated.
$50

3320
Switzerland, silver two francs, 1850A (KM.10a). Dark tone,
light graffiti scratches in obverse field, otherwise very fine
and scarce.
$100
3321
Thailand, Daravait kingdom, (6th - 11th century) lead tin
coinage, obv. seated ox, rev. “Sir Wat Sa”, dotted border
within circles both sides. Fine with heavily oixidised surface,
rare.
$150
301

3328
Thailand, Rama V, silver salung or quarter baht, not dated,
c.1876-1900, (KM.Y.33); silver faung or eighth baht, not
dated, c.1876-1900, (KM.Y.32) (3). Mostly toned, extremely
fine or better. (4)
$150

3322
Thailand, Southern Thailand, Sukothai and Ayuthia, base
metal token coinage, 14-15th century, probably made froma
zinc-lead alloy of various weights similar to Thai bullet
money, all with symbols inserted into the design when
originally cast; types include crude elephant/ and 4 other
latus wheel symbols, length 28mm, (54.6 grams); another
similar without elephant, length 30mm (63.0 grams); smallet
examples like bullet money (26.92, 24.94 grams) both with
castr stampings on pieces; large f;at type pieces withlarge
central lotus, eight edge stampings and four small feet on
base diameter 34mm, (70.8 grams) another similar large
central lion instead, 36mm diameter, (71.2 grams); (cf. for
similar examples Mitchiner “The History and Coinage of
South East Asia until the fifteenth century” pp.208-209).
Mostly fine and rare. (6)
$120

part

3329*
Thailand, Rama V, silver bahts, not dated c.1876-1900,
(KM.34) (2); dated issues 1905 (KM.34a); Rama VI, BE
2458 (1915), BE 2460 (1917), (KM.45); silver half baht SE
2458 (1915) BE 2462 (1919) (KM.44, 44a); silver Rama V,
quarter baht 1860-1869 issue (KM.9); year RS 120 (1901)
(illustrated) double struck on obverse at head, (KM.33a
$120 VF); Rama VII, rev. elephant BE 2472 (1929) (KM.48);
copper Rama V, two att CS 1249 (1887); half pai RS 109
(1890); half att CS 1249 (1887) (KM.21-23). Very fine extremely fine. (13)
$200

3323*
Thailand, Southern Thailand, Ligor or Patalung, round tin
coinage (pitji), 34mm, (9.31 grams), with square central
hole, obv. “Lu Kun Tong Bao” with chakra chopmarks,
rev. “He Li Gong Shu” (Double harmony company), (cf.
M.3105 [œ40], cf.P.230 [ for reverse]). Very fine and very
rare, apparently unlisted.
$200

3330
Tibet, assorted silver tankas, c.1840 (KM.Y.B13 varieties).
Very fine - extremely fine. (10)
$100

3324
Thailand, Lannathai Kingdom, (14-16th century), silver
“Ka-Kim” Tamlung or silver bar split and folded back to
join at ends (four baht), (61.4 grams) with stamps of Chakra,
Chiengmai, Chiengsen, on both both sides and base, (Le May
Pl.III,1, M.2750-1). Very fine.
$100

3331*
U.S.A., half cent, draped bust type, 1807. Fine/very fine.
$130

3325*
Thailand, Kingdom of Lanchang, silver ingot, tiger tongue
type, circa 1600-1700, 120mm., (121.5 grams), with three
“elephant” stamps on convex surface. Very fine and with
usual shape, very rare with elephants.
$150

3332*
U.S.A., large cent 1795, Liberty Cap, plain edge. Some
original mint red, good extremely fine or nearly uncirculated
and very rare in this condition.
$9,500

3326
Thailand, Kingdom of Lanchang, silver ingot, tiger tongue
type, circa 1600-1700, 110mm., (119.3 grams), with three
“elephant” stamps on convex surface. Very fine and with
usual shape, very rare with elephants.
$150
3327
Thailand, Rama V, two att CS 1236 (1874) (KM.Y.19);
another two att RS 107 (1888) (KM.Y.23); one att CS 1244
(1882) (KM.Y.18); half att CS 1244 (1882) (KM.17). All with
or some original mint bloom, extremely fine or better. (4)
$150

3333
U.S.A., large cent, draped bust type, 1798; Indian head 1874;
Lincoln, 1911S. The first with engraved circle on head, good
- very fine. (3)
$50

302

3342*
U.S.A., nickel, shield type, 1881, no rays between stars.
Fine.
$200

3334*
U.S.A., large cent, draped bust type, 1807/6 pointed 1 in
date, (Sheldon 273). Good fine.
$180

3343
U.S.A., nickels, Indian head or buffalo type, 1914, 1915,
1916D, 1917(2), 1918, 1919S(2), 1920, 1923, 1923S,
1926S, 1929. Good - very fine. (13)
$80

3335
U.S.A., large cent, coronet type, 1831; nickel three cents,
1881. Very fine. (2)
$60

3344
U.S.A., nickels, Indian head type, 1919D, 1921, 1923S,
1925D. Fine - very fine. (4)
$150

3336
U.S.A., cents, flying eagle type, 1857; Lincoln head 1921S;
two cents 1866. Very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$50

3345
U.S.A., nickel, Indian head or buffalo type, 1920S; silver
dimes, Barber type, 1900S, 1907S, 1911. Good - very fine.
(4)
$70

3337
U.S.A., flying eagle cents, 1857, 1858 (both types) in lucite
case; silver dollars 1878, 1880 O, 1921, 1922 (3) 1922 S
(2); Pan-Pacific Exposition medalet 1915, wooden nickels,
cents to half dollar 1964 in two stock books (press-in album
type). Fair - uncirculated. (approx 80)
$100
3338
U.S.A., Indian head cents, 1866, 1908, 1909; nickel three
cents 1876, proof half dollar 1979, proof nickels, dimes,
quarters, half dollar, all 1979S, 1992S, proof quarter 1970S,
1976S, proof dollar 1979S. All in 2 x 2 holders, very fine
- FDC. (14)
$100

3346*
U.S.A., nickel five cents, Indian head or buffalo type, 1923S.
Nearly very fine.
$70

3339
U.S.A., cents, Lincoln head, 1909(5), 1910(3), 1910S(2),
1911S(5), 1913, 1913D, 1913S, 1914S, 1915, 1915S(3),
1916, 1916D, 1916S(3), 1917(2), 1917D(2), 1917S(15),
1918(2), 1918D(2), 1918S(8), 1919(4), 1919D, 1919S(20),
1920(7), 1920D(2), 1920S(17), 1921S(11), 1923, 1923S(5),
1924(2), 1924S(4), 1925D, 1925S(10), 1926, 1926S(2),
1927(2), 1927D, 1927S(7), 1928S(3), 1929S(15), 1930S(5),
1932D, 1935, 1935S(6). Good - extremely fine. (190)
$200

3347*
U.S.A., silver dime, Liberty seated type, 1859O. Extremely
fine or better.
$150

3340
U.S.A., cent, Lincoln head, 1919S, 1920S(2), 1923S, 1924S,
1926S, 1935S. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (7)
$150

3348*
U.S.A., proof seated Liberty dime, 1889. Toned, good
extremely fine.
$400

3349*
U.S.A., silver dime, Barber head type, 1901S. Nearly fine,
scarce.
$150

3341*
U.S.A., cent, Lincoln head, 1921S, 1924S. Uncirculated.
(2)
$150
303

3350
U.S.A., silver dimes, Barber type, 1901O, 1902, 1905O,
1905S, 1907, 1909S, 1911, 1913, 1913S, 1914; Mercury
type, 1920, 1925S, 1929S, 1936D; Hawaii, silver ten cents
or dime, 1883 (KM.3). Good - extremely fine. (15)
$90

3358*
U.S.A., half dollar, 1827 capped bust, square base to 2.
Attractive red and blue iridescent tone on obverse, some
peripheral tone on the reverse, virtually uncirculated and
rare.
$1,500

3351*
U.S.A., silver quarter dollar, capped bust type, 1838.
Extremely fine.
$500
Ex L.J. Dale Collection, New Zealand (Spink Australia Sale 31, lot 2696).

3359*
U.S.A., silver half dollar, capped bust type, 1827 square
based 2. Minor edge bruise, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$200

3352*
U.S.A., seated Liberty quarter, 1857, no motto. Somewhat
polished but highly reflective mirror like fields, good
extremely fine.
$750

3360
U.S.A., silver half dollar, seated Liberty type, 1861; Barber
head or Liberty head type, 1900S, 1905S, 1907; Liberty
walking type, 1918S, 1920. Good - fine. (6)
$40

3353
U.S.A., silver quarter dollar, seated Liberty type, 1860;
standing Liberty type, 1918S, 1929S; Washington type, 1934,
1937D. Good - extremely fine. (5)
$30

3361
U.S.A., silver half dollars, Liberty seated type, 1867 S, 1873;
Barber head or Liberty head type, 1894 S (2), 1896, 1897 S,
1898 O, 1899 S, 1900 S, 1908 O, 1909 S (2). Good - very
fine. (12)
$370

3354
U.S.A., silver quarter dollars: seated Liberty type, 1877S;
Barber type, 1908; standing Liberty type, 1918S, 1919. Very
good - very fine. (4)
$60
3355
U.S.A., silver quarter dollars, Barber head type, 1896, 1899S,
1900, 1900S, 1902, 1902 O, 1903S, 1906D, 1914D; silver
Mercury dime, 1923S. Very good - extremely fine. (10)
$250
3356
U.S.A., silver quarter dollars, Barber type, 1899, 1900S,
1905O, 1907D, 1908, 1910, 1914D. Good - very fine. (7)
$50

3362*
U.S.A., silver half dollar, Liberty seated type, 1879.
Extremely fine and rare.
$400
Mintage of only 5,900 for this year.

3357*
U.S.A., silver quarter dollar, standing Liberty type, 1919S.
Good fine.
$180
304

3363*
U.S.A., proof seated Liberty half dollar, 1883. Brilliant with
attractive dark grey tone, nearly FDC.
$1,500

3368*
U.S.A., silver half dollar, Liberty walking type, 1934 S.
Nearly uncirculated.
$120

3364*
U.S.A., silver half dollar, Barber head or Liberty head type,
1892S. Very good.
$200

3369*
U.S.A., silver dollar, Liberty seated type, 1846 O. Minor
edge knocks and several minor field scratches, otherwise
very fine.
$250

3365*
U.S.A., silver half dollar, Barber head or Liberty head type,
1906 S. Good very fine.
$100
3370*
U.S.A., proof seated Liberty dollar, 1870. Gun metal grey
and iridescent toned, nearly FDC and rare.
$3,000

3366
U.S.A., silver half dollars, Barber type 1909, 1912S; walking
Liberty type, 1920S; silver dollars, Morgan type, 1901S,
1903S. Very good - fine. (5)
$80

3371*
U.S.A., silver trade dollar, Liberty seated type, 1873 CC.
Very fine.
$180

3367*
U.S.A., silver half dollar, Liberty walking type, 1918S.
Extremely fine.
$100

3372
U.S.A. Morgan dollars 1881 O, 1886, Peace dollars 1922,
1925, Columbian half dollar 1893, quarter 1920, dime 1931,
nickel 1921. Very good - extremely fine. (8)
$120
305

3378*
U.S.A., Battle of Gettysburg, commemorative half dollar,
1936. Brilliant, uncirculated and scarce.
$300

3373*
U.S.A., Morgan dollar, 1884 S. Nearly uncirculated and
relatively unmarked with attractive underlying mint bloom,
rare in this condition.
$2,200
3374
U.S.A., silver dollars, Liberty head or Morgan type, 1885,
1889, 1904S, 1921(3), 1921D(2), 1921S(4). Very good nearly extremely fine. (12)
$150

3379*
U.S.A., Delaware, Tercentenary, commemorative half dollar,
1936. Brilliant, uncirculated and scarce.
$250
3380
U.S.A., Delaware, Tercentenary, commemorative half dollar,
1936. Lightly toned, uncirculated and scarce.
$200

3375*
U.S.A., proof Morgan dollar, 1898. Has been cleaned long
ago, dark iridescent tone, two or three areas of dullness on
otherwise brilliant fields, good extremely fine and rare.
$1,800
3376
U.S.A., silver dollars, Peace type, 1923(2), 1923S(5), 1925,
1926S, 1927D, 1934D. Very good - very fine. (11)
$120

3381*
U.S.A., Battle of Antietam, commemorative half dollar, 1937.
Brilliant, uncirculated and rare.
$500
3382
U.S.A, Hawaii, quarter dollar 1883. Good very fine.
$100
Ex H.V. Quinton Collection.

3383
U.S.A. one cent - one dollar 1849-1972 selection of types
and dates, includes half dollar 1849O (very fine), 1867S
(mounted), 1964, one dollar 1884S, 1972; also Great Britain
crown 1937. Very good - extremely fine. (32)
$100

3377*
U.S.A., Illinois Centennial, commemorative half dollar,
(Lincoln), 1918. Light tone, nearly uncirculated and
scarce.
$120

3384
U.S.A, proof sets, 1972, 1973, 1983 (2), proof one dollars,
1971 (2), 1972, mint sets, 1964, 1971 (2), 1973; includes
cased and loose coins and medallions, as well as inaugeration
medallions, 1973 (2) in silver and bronze, approx 230 grams
of silver and a bicentennial coin and booklet commemorative.
Very fine - FDC.
$150

306

